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Seattle Experimental Rock group RGK+ The Alternative Facts releases debut EP The Way, March 29 
 
Seamlessly blending the worlds of rock, songwriting, and jazz fusion, RGK+ The Alternative Facts brings a 
sound both new to their native Seattle yet a faithful nod to the city’s crusty roots. Band members Riley 
Kennedy-Keys, Dylan Piper, and Delaney Lavin came together with the shared goal of combining high 
energy live performances with top-caliber musicality, and just coincidentally did so during one of our 
nation’s most chaotic of recent times – thus birthing The Alternative Facts.   
 
From the first guttural, distorted moan of a guitar in the opening track “Bitlord” to the radio-rock follow 
up “Feel Me,” the band firmly establishes their ability to stretch the possibilities of what can be done 
with a simple trio and casts aside any notion of following the rock-n-roll mold. Followed by the ensuing 
dark groove of “Sleep it off” to the 8-minute epic title track “The Way,” The Alternative Facts flexes their 
curational muscle in providing four tracks both vastly unique yet clearly following thematic material, 
utilizing notably dark harmony and imagery yet never crossing into what would classify as metal. 
 
When asked about their prime artistic influence, the band leader Riley doesn’t mince words; “More love. 
We’re surrounded by so much media that either sees the struggles of our time as a reason to give up, or 
that pretend they don’t exist. As a band we come from a place of using 21st century struggles as a muse, 
to let that dark place be the starting point, with More Love as the only way out. Love yourself, people 
you don’t understand, your enemies, that’s the only way forward, and we’re doing all we can to give a 
soundtrack to that feeling.” Put that notion into a band set to overdrive and you’ve found a band 
prepped and ready to make waves.  
 
The Alternative Facts has barely existed longer than a year and already have played at some of Seattle’s 
most iconic venues, and after releasing their EP at Seattle’s Lofi Performance Gallery on March 29 will be 
setting into a scheduled tour in May.  
 
The Way EP will be available online March 29 on Spotify, itunes, and most streaming and downloadable 
platforms.   
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